
SQL Defrag Manager?
WHAT IS

SQL Defrag Manager is the only SQL
Server defragmentation solution in the
industry that automates the time-consuming
process of pinpointing fragmentation "hot
spots" and takes action to defragment
automatically, or on demand.

PRODUCT REVIEWS

…SQL Defrag Manager takes managing fragmentation to the next level.  The tool allows you to manage your entire SQL Server environment and
visually see where there are fragmentation issues. Whether you have one database or hundreds, having a graphical environment to see and manage 
fragmentation is much easier than dealing with lots of data points.” “...The real power comes with the Automation Policies. By setting up policies for 

your environment and scheduling these policies to run, you can tailor your index maintenance processing to meet your unique needs. As your policies 
mature over time, based on reviewing what is occurring, you can optimize your index maintenance. Also, having the ability to check system resources 

prior to an index rebuild or reorganization is key to not creating more problems when performing maintenance.
—Greg Robidoux, MSSQLTIPS.com

SQL Defrag Manager (2.5) does a fantastic job of wrapping SQL Server's native index defragmentation tools with a very
intuitive and useful UI, and its automation policies are much easier to work with than custom scripts and jobs.

—Michael K. Campbell, SQL Server Pro

SQL Defrag Manager is very easy to manage. I simply set it then forget about it. If you are always trying to find
the time to defragment SQL Server indexes, you should definitely take a look at SQL Defrag Manager.

—John Burris, DBA, DMAC

One of the most di�cult tasks in my day to day operations has been to maintain index optimization. SQL Defrag Manager allows me to configure 
automated index maintenance based on the fragmentation level of the individual indexes. The maintenance process runs each night, takes a fraction 

of the time it used to and has very little load impact. I find SQL Defrag Manager to be an indispensable tool in my day to day duties as a DBA.
—Senior DBA, Online Publishing Company

SQL Defrag Manager makes defragmenting SQL Server a breeze.
It constantly analyzes SQL Server indexes and fragmentation levels 

and only defragments the indexes that really need it. This is not only 
a huge time savings, it also defragments during the slow times - 

usually while I'm asleep!

—Database Administrator, DMAC

With SQL Defrag Manager, SQL Server defragmentation has now 
become a streamlined task! The SQL Defrag Manager interface is really 

nice – I can quickly see any fragmentation “hot spots” that may exist 
across all of my SQL Servers. I can then schedule defragmentation to 

occur automatically, whenever it’s convenient for my company.

—Dave Devol, DealerPeak

To learn more about IDERA’s SQL Defrag Manager, visit: www.IDERA.com or email us at info@IDERA.com.
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